
Penalties & Punishments to be imposed for UFM: 
Sr. No. Nature of Unfair means Penalty / Punishment to be imposed 

1 
Misbehavior with official or any kind of rude behavior in near the Examination Hall using obscene or 
abusing. 

 a. Evaluate the answer script of the particular paper in which the student caught using 
  unfair means and announce the result in the normal way 
  b. Denial of benefit of performance of that particular paper in which the student is using   
  unfair means. 
  c. Denial of benefit of performance of that particular examination (all the subjects for  
  which the student had registered for the examinations). 
  d. Debarring the student from appearing for one more subsequent  Examination. 
  e. Debarring the Student from appearing for two more subsequent examination 
  f. Debarring the student from appearing for three more subsequent examination 
  g. Denial of review in any subject of that examination 
  h. Rusticate the student form University. 
  i. Denial of make Up examination benefit for any subject of that examination 
  j. University authorities are not responsible of the mobiles confiscated during examination  
  and they will not be returned to student. 

2 Writing the Question paper/ Admission card & or passing to the other student in the Examination Hall. 

3 
Disclosing identity by writing any words or by making any peculiar marks or by writing USN on the 
pages other than the facing sheet in the answer scripts while answering. 

4 
Possession of Electronics devises like mobile, Programmable Calculator, Pen drive, and any other 
electronics devises / storage devises in the Examination Hall 

5 

Communicating with any student or any other person inside or outside the examination hall with a view 
to take assistance or aid write answers in the examination. Having any written matter on scribbling pad, 
calculator, palm, hand, leg, clothes, socks, instrument box. Identity card, hall ticket scales etc., 

6 
Copying from the material or matter or answer(s) of another student or from similar aid or assistance  
rendered by another within the examination hall. 

 The UFM committee shall recommend the punishments based on the severity of the case    
  and the severity of the case shall be recorded. 
 
 a. Awarding zero marks for that component of MTE/IA in which Unfair means was  
  detected. 
 
 b. Awarding NE grade in the subject in which Unfair means was detected. However, the  
  candidate has the benefit of withdrawing that subject. 
 
 c. Awarding NE grade in the subject in which Unfair means was detected, but the  
  candidate is not allowed to withdraw that subject. 
 
 

7 
Making any request of representation or offer of any threat for inducement or bribery to room 
invigilator and /or any other official for favours in the Examination hall or in the answer script. 

8 
Approaching directly or indirectly the  teaching staff, officials or examiners or bring about undue 
pressure or influence or influence upon them for favour in the examination. 

9 
Smuggling out smuggling in the answer script pages or supplementary sheets or tearing them off 
and/or inserting pages written outside the examination hall in to the answer scripts. 

10 Receiving material from outside or inside  the examination hall, for the purpose of copying 

11 
Bringing into the Examination Hall or found in possession of portions of a book, manuscript, or such 
other material or matter to be brought in to the examination Hall. 

12 
Destroying any evidence use of Unfair means, like tearing or mutilating the answer script(s) or running 
away along with the answer script(s) from the examination hall or premises. 

13 Repeated Indulging in Malpractice/ using Unfair means. 

14 
Impersonation or allowing any other person to impersonate to answer in his/her place in the 
Examination Hall. 

15 Threatening with weapons of any other means to the room invigilator, Members of  the Flying squad, officers, officials of the Examination Centers/University 


